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Please Read

GAUGE 2020

Any advice contained in this communication, including attachments and 

enclosures, is not intended as a thorough, in-depth analysis of specific issues. Nor 

is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties. This has been prepared for information 

purposes and general guidance only and does not constitute professional advice. 

You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without 

obtaining specific professional advice. 

No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to the accuracy or 

completeness of the information contained in this publication, and Unanet, 

CohnReznick LLP, its members, employees and agents accept no liability, and 

disclaim all responsibility, for the consequences of you or anyone else acting, or 

refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for 

any decision based on it.



Meet the Presenters
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INTRODUCTION 2020 GAUGE REPORT



Leading companies have stopped asking “Do I 

need this technology?”. Instead, they are 

inspecting every challenge and obstacle 

throughout their operations and asking, “How 

can technology help me address this?”. 

Technology adoption and optimization will be a 

defining factor for leaders and laggards in the 

coming age.



2020, it has been quite a year so far
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Pandemic, Elections, Social Justice

What’s Next?  
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Mission critical items to check 

on or do immediately

□ Evaluate your cash position

□ Assess any delays on your 

contracts

□ Establish COVID-19 charge codes 

on your contracts and indirect costs

□ Document reduced productivity due 

to COVID-19 for employees and 

subcontractors (subs)

□ Understand rights to teleworking 

(OMB); issue essential letters to 

employees

Extended survival plan for continued COVID-19 impacts
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Steady the ship after you have 

solved for your immediate 

needs

□ Assess remote collaboration 

capability and tools

□ Engage with your contracting 

officers—ALL of them. Assess 3610 

applicability

□ Reach out to your banker

□ Monitor Accounts Receivable and 

get invoices out ASAP

□ Document if you did receive PPP

Enhance your competitive 

position or respond to future 

concerns

□ Evaluate supply chain agility; check in 

with subs often

□ Keep up/gear up your BD machine

□ Stay on top of stimulus funding. What 

agencies can you work with?

□ Monitor guidance, class deviations, 

review COVID-19 resource centers, 

etc.

□ Maintain your business system 

compliance, and don’t forget CMMC 

requirements are still on the way

□ Create a reopening or re-exiting 

committee to start determining options 



Who contributed to the report

Tightening the lower $ revenue bands
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Voice of the executive
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• 69% C-Suite 

• “Other” was PMs and other 

finance and accounting 

professionals
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NAICS Industry Group Codes
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Optimism continues even in a pandemic
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GovCons are resilient 

with a steady stream 

of funds
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Biggest Concerns
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Cost of compliance in the lead
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Eye on Compliance and Associated Costs
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This concern is for all company 

sizes and shapes
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What is keeping you up at night

Talent, competition, and efficiency
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Spreadsheets run rampant
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Should you trust your business to Excel?
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Cybersecurity
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACT COMPLIANCE



What type of annual training does your company provide

Over 38% of contractors 

reported providing training 

to their employees on 

their specific various

Business Systems 

compliance, jumping from 

nearly null last year.
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Today is the perfect day to institute 

a robust training program
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Subcontractor audits

The results were in-line 

with expectations.
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Are you minding your subs?
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DCAA audits

Note the list of contract (DCAA) 

audits and make sure your 

technology tools and processes are 

in shape for any one of these 

audits. Procurements continue to 

require adequate business systems 

before award, especially the 

GWAC, IDIQs, etc.
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ICS is still the headliner
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Types of Audits by Revenue Band

$0-$10M – be ready for accounting 

system and incurred cost

$10-$25M – be ready for incurred cost, 

accounting system, and forward pricing

$25M-$50M – be ready for incurred cost, 

CAS, property and forward pricing

$>50M – be ready for forward pricing 

and business systems
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Government oversight
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Increasing oversight is the trend
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Audit challenges

The “big 3” continue to dominate
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Stay compliant – how many items can you check
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ACCOUNTING



Indirect costs 

Healthcare continues to be a major 

cost with facilities in second place
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DSO and invoice cycle

• <15 days sales 

outstanding (DSO) 

appearing for the first 

time in the history of the 

GAUGE

• >$50M revenue size 

companies logged the 

greatest <15 day 

responses

• 24% of our respondents 

are attaining a five-day 

or less invoice 

completion
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Cashflow is critical
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Smaller Firms are More Cash Nimble
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Basis for overhead rates

Overhead strategy is important
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Similar to last year’s 

results, >$50M revenue 

size companies use  

location overwhelmingly as 

a basis for overhead rates, 

with <$10M revenue size 

companies primarily using 

Product/Service



What is your gross margin

Key indicator of technology use
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Gross margin is a key indicator of

technology use. 38% of our respondents

said their margins will be in excess of 

45%.
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Are you looking to participate in M&A
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The time is never better than now 

for M&A
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Are your time and expense tools hitting the mark
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UTILIZATION



What is up with HR

Work from home is changing the landscape
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See what others are doing in the future with their workforce 

GovCon marketplace still healthy 

with companies continuing to grow
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Managing your projects

Is meeting budget more important than schedule?
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Resource management maturity  

See page 22 to see the Resource Management Maturity Matrix

Ask your self?  Are you as mature as you think you are? 

40% of the respondents to what tool do you use for resource management said using spreadsheets 
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Most popular chart in the report….
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Is your project management system part of your ERP
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GROWTH



Finance Challenges
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Growing 

Over 20% of contractors said 

they had a current negative 

growth rate in 2020, more

than triple the previous year. 

The irony is that nearly three 

quarters of respondents in 2019 

predicted growth rates above 

10%, therefore the bullishness 

from 2019 did not come to 

fruition.
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Projected Growth 

Over 20% of contractors said 

they had a current negative 

growth rate in 2020, more

than triple the previous year. 

The irony is that nearly three 

quarters of respondents in 

2019 predicted growth rates 

above 10%, therefore the 

bullishness from 2019 did 

not come to fruition.
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Growth and your ERP

53% Project-Based ERP Systems

18% Entry-Level ERP Systems

29% Generic ERP Systems
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Companies that manage projects 

need a project-based ERP to scale
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What is keeping BD professionals up at night

More than half of all companies 

identified limited n half funding 

for BD and personnel as their top 

business development 

challenge. The smallest and 

largest companies pointed to

lack of past performance as a 

close second.
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Winning

Companies with the highest win 

rates identified lack of reporting 

tools as a business development 

challenge at 3x the rate of

their peers with lower win rates. 

Firms that  are winning recognize 

the need for more sophisticated 

technology, further evidenced

by the 66% that report using Excel 

to conduct their estimating.
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Nearly 7 in 10 companies 

win less than half  the 

contracts they bid on. 9% 

of firms have a win rate 

between 75-100%. For 

62% of firms, there was 

no change in win rate 

year over year.
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BD investments may be able to go 

up as facilities costs go down

GAUGE 2020

Winning by company size



Pipeline/CRM Tool checklist
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EFFICIENCIES



Got PMO

PMO is on the rise
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Centralized PMO models 

bumped up to 43% from 41% in 

2019, continuing their steady

growth in popularity. 73% 

reported having a PMO, up from 

63% last year. This is great to 

see the attention being paid to 

project management.



What is your wrap rate

Are you competitive?
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Look to see if your rates are competitive

Download the report from the console and see the rates for the other revenue bands
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New this year….average indirect rates by company size
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The world is upside down.  Is your indirect structure?

40% say they have 

changed their indirect 

structure in the last year. 

Get ready for that number 

to explode with the new 

remote workplace trends.
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Remote work will change strategies
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Change in Rate Structure by Company Size

Growing companies are looking hard at their 

structures, working to be more competitive
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Where information means insight
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ARE YOU READY FOR THE NEXT PHASE OF THE GAUGE?

Take the GAUGE Challenge! Use the GAUGE Benchmarking tool to 

see how your company stacks up to your peers and industry.

COMING SOON in MID-OCTOBER: www.gaugebenchmarking.com

Today’s webinar attendees will receive the live link and will be able to 

register to take the GAUGE Challenge.

http://www.gaugebenchmarking.com/


QUESTIONS?  CONTACT US
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